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ABSTRACT

Acoustic emission monitoring is applied during on-line inspection of flat-bottomed storage tanks to locate
leakage in the bottom plates. Since location algorithms only handle signal arrival times, acoustic
emission waveforms still have a relevant diagnostic potential. With a deeper knowledge of the links
between the acoustic emission and the defects in a tank, this potential could be exploited in order to
complement the location ability, and allow a more comprehensive evaluation of the tank. To investigate
improved tank assessment methods and strategies, an EC funded project was started in 1997. This
presentation highlights the feature analysis and pattern recognition applied to corrosion signals, gathered
from tank plates submitted to corrosive fluids in the lab. The classifiers based on such database are now
allowing a preliminary evaluation of acoustic emission signals from real tanks.

INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of flat-bottomed storage tanks, which suffer from corrosion, involves both economic
and environmental matters. Early warning of degradation by corrosion should prevent leakage in the tank
bottom. Actual leaks should be detected as early as possible, to avoid soil pollution or the sudden stop
of the component. However, time-consuming and expensive off-line inspections, which require emptying
and cleaning of a tank, would be unwarranted if the bottom condition is found good. Hence, on-line
acoustic emission (AE) monitoring is performed as an interim test; so that, if the tank appears neither
leaky nor seriously affected from corrosion, there can be enough confidence to delay the off-line
inspection. The detection of several sources, when a tank is seriously affected from corrosion or the
plant environment is very noisy, can make this decision rather difficult. In this case, additional evaluation
methods would be needed to complement AE source location. Since arrival times only are analysed
during location, AE waveforms still have a relevant diagnostic potential that could be exploited for this
purpose. Moreover, a significant improvement would be reached if such evaluation methods can be based
more on objective criteria and less on testing experience. Eventually, such improvements may further
increase the reliability of the AE monitoring as demonstrated in the ECNDT '98 paper of Van de Loo and
Herrmann [1], where in some cases the predictions of the tank bottom were not in full agreement with
the actual conditions observed by off-line inspections.

The above considerations thus suggested a better understanding of the relationship between AE and tank
damage. With the conviction that such knowledge can improve the diagnostic potential and reliability of
AE monitoring, the EC funded project SMT4-CT97-2177 "Inspection of flat-bottomed storage tanks by
acoustical methods" was started in October 1997.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project team comprises TÜV (coordination and testing), CESI (testing), Vallen Systeme (AE system
manufacturer), and the industrial partners Shell - The Netherlands, and Dow - Germany, who support
the project by arranging tests in plants and providing follow-up information after off-line inspections.
This 3-years project includes the following main tasks:
• Laboratory tests to collect signals from leakage and corrosion processes,
• Evaluation of laboratory database using front-running and possibly automated analyses tools,
• Performance of field tests on storage tanks,
• Evaluation of field database using the methods developed after evaluation of laboratory database,
• Definition of a tank assessment strategy.
The preliminary results, gained in the first two tasks, allowed the prosecution of the project after mid-
term assessment. This paper reviews the work done in such tasks, while field tests and data evaluation
are in progress for the completion of the project. The final task is also intended to open the most
significant results of this work to the European standardisation community.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

The relationship between AE and potential tank defects, like other subjects of practical importance for a
tank evaluation, were considered for investigation and improvement by this project. For example, the
discrimination of the actual stage of degradation of a tank bottom is very important for tank users [2].
Also relevant are discrimination between actual leaks and heavy corrosion spots, reliable clustering and
positioning of AE sources, noise filtering. In fact, if a test is affected by noise from the tank structure or
weather factors, the processing methods should also allow a better selection between noise and signals
carrying the actual diagnostic information.

The focus on AE signal evaluation in this project has been emphasised by the use of feature analysis and
pattern recognition methods. Reference laboratory tests were designed to provide a well-defined database
to study the subjects, and develop improved methods for the assessment of real tanks.

In the frame of the project, the phenomena of leakage and corrosion were addressed, respectively, by
testing partners TÜV and CESI. The contribution of Vallen Systeme allowed a common instrumental
platform (AMSY4, VisualAE and VisualClass) at disposal of the testing partners, and has also granted
support and upgrade actions during the progress of the project. The results presented in the followings
have considered the analysis of the signals gathered by partner CESI from several tank plates submitted
to corrosion tests in the laboratory.

LABORATORY CORROSION TESTS

Through laboratory tests, a database of corrosion related signals was generated, made of AE waveforms
associated to selected combinations of plate surface and corrosion environment. Test plates (area less
than 0.5 m2, thickness about 10 mm) were cut from a corroded tank bottom. Some plates (label A) were
"as found" to preserve their scaled surface (i.e. old corrosion); other plates (label B) were "grit blasted"
to have a clean surface (i.e. new corrosion). The "old corrosion" and "new corrosion" surfaces were
adopted to study the discrimination of the stage of degradation.
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For the performance of the corrosion tests, four conditions were obtained by adding to plain water:
3wt%NaCl, 10%NaCl, acetic acid (pH=4), acetic acid (pH=4) and 3wt%NaCl, listed in order of
increasing aggressive potential. The industrial partners suggested such conditions to simulate the actual
(not accelerated) damage phenomena that may affect the tank bottom.

Corrosion was produced in a test pool (stainless steel) and AE monitoring was performed using different
sensors provided from the technical partners. Such sensors are mainly resonant in the range 20-30 kHz,
with a lower but still significant sensitivity at higher frequencies.

The combination of the above plate surface and corrosion conditions enabled 8 different corrosion tests.
For the setting of signal classifiers, two additional tests were also considered, as two plates (45A and
45B), formerly tested under acetic acid, were submitted afterwards to the severer mix (acetic acid and
NaCl) environment.

EVALUATION OF LABORATORY DATABASE - SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION

To attempt a classification, the most significant differences among corrosion signals corresponding to the
different plate-fluid combinations, have to be highlighted. This phase has to clarify two primary issues:
the laboratory database must show a separation potential and the analysis tool must recognise and
develop such potential to a rational form.

For the study of corrosion signal classification, the 10 reference tests were considered. As 10 data sets,
each one identifying a corrosion test, were selected and fed separately to the program (Visual Class), a
corresponding number of reference corrosion classes were "a priori" defined to attempt the desired signal
classification. Each data set comprised 100-200 AE signals gathered from steady corrosion condition.
Feature extraction was performed in a frequency band of 20-320 kHz and a time window corresponding
to the whole recorded waveform (512 points at 1 MHz sampling rate).

The discrimination potential of the classifier can be evaluated according to the percentage of training
signals, classified in each expected ("a priori" defined) class. The result for one classifier (one selected
sensor) is presented in Fig. 1 where percentages, normalised to the actual number of signals in each data
set, are within 50-90%. Similar results were found after evaluation of AE signals from one more sensor.

CLASSIFICATION TRIALS USING LABORATORY CORROSION DATA

When the training session is deemed satisfactory, a classifier can be released for the classification of
unknown signals. To assess the reliability of such classifiers, trials were performed using signals from the
lab database, that were not used in the training session. All the lab tests performed were considered and,
as a general rule, the classification was in agreement to the expected plate-fluid combinations.

Among such trials, the most significant one is related to the test "45Ba.a." (a plate with clean surface,
corrosion under acetic acid). Since the test lasted several days, many data sets could be selected for a
detailed description of the corrosion evolution after classification. The results are shown in Fig. 2: the
trial data sets fed to the classifier are identified with a date and a label increasing with the test time.
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Fig. 1: "10-class" classifier based on corrosion signals. Distribution of training signals.

The results show that, at the onset of corrosion, signals mainly belong to the classes corresponding to
less severe corrosion environment (3%NaCl and 10%NaCl). Afterwards, from the mid-phase of the test,
more signals fall in those classes corresponding to the expected corrosion environment (acetic acid). This
trend is better established as the test approaches its final stage (steady corrosion condition).

CLASSIFIER UPGRADE

In the above classifiers, no specific class was defined to account for noise. If noise signals happened
during a test, then the result of the classification would be confused.

Additional work was performed to provide signals representative of the following noise sources: bubbles
(can arise from corrosion), water drops (may fall from tank roof), and rain (can be a very noisy source in
a tank test). Bubbles and water drops were simulated in the laboratory. Rain signals were collected from
a database recorded during a tank test. Then, one classifier was modified by adding these 3 "noise"
classes to the existing 10 "corrosion" classes.

TRIALS ON REAL TANK DATA

Trials have been performed to study the performance of the above mentioned classifiers. The example
shown considers the same inspection, from which "rain" signals were extracted to upgrade the corrosion
classifier. This time the trial data set was selected during a phase of the monitoring, in which rain was not
expected to affect the test. Such data were analysed without pre-processing (Raw), and after
filtering/locating (F&L). Figure 3 shows the results for the "corrosion" and the "upgraded" classifiers. In
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Fig. 2: Classification trial for test "45Ba.a.". Distribution of signals unknown to the classifier.

Fig. 3a ("10 class" corrosion classifier), the classification shows that only classes 43A3%(NaCl) and
44A10%(NaCl) are populated. In this case, a test operator should conclude that this tank suffers from
some "old corrosion" (plate label is A), though the severity of the process seems not very serious. In Fig.
3b (13-class upgraded classifier), the classification highlights an unexpected though significant
contribution from "rain-like" signals. In comparison to the performance of the 10-class corrosion
classifier, 10% and 40% of the signals previously located, respectively, in class 43A3%(NaCl) and
44A10%(NaCl), are now collected in the "rain" class. The result also suggests a less severe corrosion
(less data in class 44A10%), as compared to the one suggested by the 10-class corrosion classifier.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper reported the evaluation of an AE database, made of signals gathered from corrosion
laboratory tests, performed for different plate/fluid combinations. Feature analysis and pattern
recognition could evaluate the separation of such corrosion-related waveforms. Noise signals were also
considered for upgrading the corrosion classifier. The performance of such classifiers was assessed after
classification trials. The results show that a suitably trained classifier, can sort out from a test database
and classify, noise signals and signals relevant to corrosion of increasing severity.

On-line AE monitoring tests are currently performed in the SMT project. These tests are focusing tanks
scheduled for off-line inspections in a short time period. Eventually, the reliability of the processing and
evaluation method based on signal classification will be assessed on the basis of follow-up information.
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Fig. 3: (A) Shell Tank T18 - Inspection October 98. Results from "corrosion" classifier;
(B) Shell Tank T18 - Inspection October 98. Results from "upgraded" classifier.
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